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Key Features: - Realistic and realistic physics based on real-life player movement and match data Real-time animations that respond to the speed of the player - Full-body visuals reflecting the speed
of the player on the pitch, including animations of individual muscle group movements - Defensive AI
that anticipates potential moves from the player with no interruption - Advanced goalkeeping AI that
fights off attackers using an all-new challenge-based goalkeeper AI - New “Big Pass” engine that will
deliver huge passing patterns in realistic and authentic motion - New “Aim Assist” system that will
provide assistance to the player when in possession, giving the player the ability to power free-kicks,
feints, kicks and off-the-ball passes, as well as use their entire body to influence the direction of the
pass, creating “ambush” options - New “Three Keys” system that when the player is about to shoot,
a central AI will anticipate the shot and intercept it - New “Smart Defending” system has defenders
automatically move to the area that a player is in possession of, helping to defend against counterattacks - “Projected Player Control” is a fully simulated way of moving the player around the pitch New “Total Belief Behaviour System” which is a technology that creates more believable moves and
reactions from players, allowing the player to use their entire body more naturally. If players see the
ball move in a certain way, then the physics engine will make the player do the same - New “Global
Player Direct Trajectory System” will allow players to alter the direction and trajectory of a ball, even
after it has been kicked, driven, or thrown, giving players an all-new sense of control when attacking
and defending - New “Tilt, Sting and Sway” enables the player to move in multiple directions without
affecting the ball - New “Gusts and Shocks” for dramatic moments when players or the ball are in
motion - New “Jump Shot” system that will enable players to flick shots out of tight spaces - New
“Sprint Idle” system that will allow the player to hang back in sprint and maintain speed when
dealing with a difficult opponent - New “Targeted Run and Tackle System” that will

Features Key:
Play a complete, high intensity football match in motion capture suits.
Live out your dream as a manager or a player in FIFA 22 Career Mode.
Grow as a player with the Player Career mode.
Create your unique squad and play like no other manager in Ultimate Team.
Enjoy:
Craft your favorite 4-3-3 formation to play the best game.
Customise your team with a new Training Plan that will help you to improve.
Stake your place as one of the elite players in the world. Then grow and dominate.
Record and compare your stats against your teammates on Xbox Live.
See every goal that you score, assisted, and all possible shots at once.
Enjoy the new Ultimate Team Live¹ draft mode. With it, you can dominate your own drafts!
Adapt your gameplay as you play, and evolve to become the absolute champion.
Compare your gameplay to your friends all over the world, by exchanging scores and stats ingame.
Check out the new Online Season Mode, where you can test your skills against the whole
world during defined seasons.
Experience a fresh atmosphere, where visuals, sounds and styles are redesigned in the new
FIFA World.
Watch the new Goal Beta! Check out the new goals in real time, see the way your own
players shoot and finish. Get info on who set the new standards in the game with new type of
rewards and achievements.
Chase the best in-game visuals ever. Visit XI Pro Mode and experience the most detailed
football game ever.
Enjoy Challenges and never-before-seen parts of FIFA World like the Copa América. Challenge
the whole world on your watch and become the best football manager of them all.
Enjoy the new Present Day update including a new gameplay element – Dribbling. Try it in
FIFA World. Feel the ball under your boot and take on-the-ball with it.
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New presentations with:
Champions League Finals 2018/19
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